
  

CISC 1600 Course feedback results



  

Most helpful aspects of course

● Labs: 16

● Organization/website: 6

● Slides: 3

● Lectures: 2



  

Least helpful aspects

● Slides / lectures: 5

● Web design lecture: 2



  

Suggestions for improving

● Go slower, spend more time on each topic: 8

● Talk louder: 6



  

Do you understand my expectations?

● Yes: 13

● No: 4

● Sometimes: 2



  

Outside resources

● "I oftentimes have to use google to review some 
material"

● "When projects come I get stuck so I have to read 
more and teach myself some stuff"

● "I am confused by a lot of things and have to use 
outside sources to understand"

● "There should be tutoring sessions in the tutoring 
center"



  

Step-by-step

● "The lack of explaining for the course and just a step by step 
procedure will not help anyone remember anything"

● "Compared to other programming classes, I feel like I am not 
"learning". Most of what I have done so far is basically just 
referencing the past assignments.  I don't feel like I can do 
anything on my own"

vs

● "For some of the labs you should have dummy-proof instructions. 
I understand better with clear/precise instructions"

● "I don't understand what I am supposed to do without guidelines 
and help"



  

Labs vs lectures

● "Only a few people (the programmers) follow 
what's going on in class"

● "Assume that what you are teaching is completely 
new to some of us. Therefore, explain things in 
more detail"

vs

● "Get to the labs faster and lecture faster and point 
out key points from the lab."



  

Seeing vs doing

● "I need to write the code myself to actually get it"

● "Make the learning more hands-on or knowledge 
based"

vs

● "Labs could be done together through the big 
screen. We can follow along and know what we are 
doing, with explanations!"



  

I couldn't have said it better...

● "It's an intro course, so while I'd like to spend 
more time on the topics, I know that's not really 
practical"



  

Improvements I will focus on

● "I want to see big picture examples that will 
inspire me"

● "Have in-class time for projects"

● "Point out key points from the lab"

● "Labs could be done together through the big 
screen."

● “Am I supposed to be completing the labs?”
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